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Abstract 
In any language, personal pronouns are used to refer to the addresser, the addressee and the 
other(s), and as they are used in different socio-cultural groups, their uses differ from one 
language to another. Generally, these differences are culturally determined rather than 
linguistically determined. The Myanmar pronoun system is different from that of English and 
the omission and inclusion of personal pronouns in the Myanmar language is one of the 
overriding factors that governs the culture and tradition of Myanmar society. Therefore, this 
paper attempts to explore whether the omission and inclusion of personal pronouns depends 
on the relationship between the interlocutors and the meaning of the utterances. The data were 
collected from the everyday Myanmar conversations and the results show that the deliberate 
omission and inclusion of personal pronouns has some effects on the relationship between the 
addresser and the addressee and the meaning of the utterances. Moreover, it also reflects the 
culture and the society of Myanmar. 
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Introduction 
In any language, an utterance is meaningful only when it is uttered in a particular 

context and in any utterance, one usually uses personal pronouns to refer to the addresser, the 
addressee or the other(s). However, as each language is used in a different socio-cultural 
group, the use of personal pronouns, which comprises three categories of pronouns: first 
person, second person and third person, differs from one language to another. In the English 
language, the same set of personal pronouns are used without taking into consideration the 
age, rank, status, familiarity, etc. of the addresser, the addressee and the other(s). However, in 
Myanmar, a wide range of personal pronouns are used depending on the relationship between 
the two interlocutors and there are more ways to express one's feelings or attitudes towards 
others or the relationship with others by switching from one form of personal pronoun to 
another. Moreover, it is seen that Myanmar people sometimes deliberately leave out and 
sometimes deliberately include the personal pronouns to have some effect on the relationship 
between interlocutors.  

Objectives of the Study 
Though studies have been done concerning the person deixis in the field of 

pragmatics, Levinson (1983) and Yule (1996), dealt with how the choice of one form will 
reveal something about the speaker's view on his or her relationship with the addressee. 
Thomas (1995) touched upon the occurrence of ambiguities or problems of reference 
assignment due to the removal of personal pronouns from the original context of reference, 
especially the third person deixis as they have an infinite number of possible referents. In the 
Myanmar language, utterances can be produced with or without using person deixis and they 
are generally omitted in informal situations. Therefore, it is worth exploring the pragmatics of 
omission and inclusion of person deixis in utterances in Myanmar.  
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This research is carried out with two main objectives: to look for omission and 
inclusion of the personal pronouns in Myanmar utterances and to explore the effect due to the 
omission and inclusion of personal pronouns.  

Scope of the Study 
This research will focus only on the omission and inclusion of personal pronouns in 

Myanmar utterances but not on other pronouns like possessive pronouns, reflexive pronouns, 
demonstrative pronouns. Moreover, as omission and inclusion of personal pronouns are 
found more in spoken language than in written language, the occurrences in the written 
language will not be addressed in this study. Among spoken utterances, only utterances 
which consist of verb sentences, i.e. independent verb clause in O'Kell's (1969) term will be 
dealt with. 

Review of Related Literature 
Although research on a linguistic study of Myanmar pronouns and the address 

systems which can be used in place of pronouns have been carried out, not much study has 
been done in the pragmatic study of pronouns not only in Myanmar, but also in English. 
Locally, a small scale pragmatic study of Myanmar personal pronouns which studies the 
factors that determine the choice of personal pronouns in social exchange such as age, sex, 
status or rank, the attitude of the addresser towards the addressee, and the mood of the 
addresser at that particular moment has been done and this research is an attempt to fill the 
space in this area. 

Concerning the Myanmar language, Myanmar grammar usage and sentence 
construction are dealt with in j re frmpm? jre frmpum; and three characteristics of literary style: 
period, personality, mood of the author and different kinds of style depending on the purpose, 
content, and audience are discussed by Maung Khin Min (1979) in his book pum;aj y 

oab mw &m;? pum;aj ytw w fyn m. U Pe Maung Tin (1956) in his book j re frmo' ´gE Si hf toHk;tE Ie f; 
discussed a little about the ellipsis of nouns in Myanmar but little is mentioned about the 
omission of pronouns. 

Differences between English and Myanmar Pronoun System 

Like the English language, the Myanmar language has the same three categories of 
the pronouns: first person to represent the addresser, second person to represent the addressee 
and third person to represent other(s). However, in Myanmar, there are no fixed pronouns to 
refer to these three persons. The choice of pronouns depends on the age, gender, rank, status, 
degree of familiarity among the addresser, addressee, and the person being talked about. e.g. 
i g? uGse faw mf? uGse fr? udk, f? usKyf? to refer to first person deixis "I" in English,  ri f;? e i f? ci fAsm;? 
n n f;? & Si f  to second person deixis "you";  ol? olr to refer to the third person deixis "he" or 
"she." In Myanmar, kinship terms such as om;? orD;? tpfudk? tpfr? O D;O D;? a' : a' : ? zdk;zdk;? zGm;zGm; to 
refer to oneself or another person can also be used in place of pronouns though the two 
interlocutors may not have blood-ties as in orD;b mtultn Day;& rvJ b b / [How can I help 
you, Grandpa?] Moreover, though English has separate terms for plural pronouns, in 
Myanmar, the particles w dkU? w dkUaw G are added to the singular pronouns to form plural ones, e.g. 
uGse faw mf? uGse faw mfw dkUaw G for the first person, ci fAsm;w dkU? ci fAsm;w dkUaw G for the second person and  
ol? olw dkUaw G for the third person.  

In addition to having different sets of personal pronouns in English and in Myanmar, 
the differences in the use of person deixis in English and Myanmar utterances can be found in 
the following: 
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English Myanmar 
After I have my dinner, I brush my teeth. 
i g(i gh)n pmpm;NyD; (i g) (i gh)oGm;w dkufw , f/ 

 

i gn pmpm;NyD; oGm;w dkufw , f/ 

 

After he returned from his work, he had his 
bath and went out to meet his friend at the 
airport. 
ol (olU) tvkyfu j ye fvmNyD; (ol) (olU)a& csdK;NyD; 

(olU) oli , fcsi f;ukd avq dyfoGm;BudKw , f/ 

oltvkyfu j ye fvmNyD;aw mh a& csdK;NyD; 

olU i , fcsi f;ukd avq dyfoGm;BudKw , f/ 

 

In Myanmar, once a personal pronoun is mentioned, it is not necessary to repeat it or 
its other forms e.g. i g? ol for subjective case and i gh? olU for possessive case in the above 
utterances if it refers to the same person. In typical Myanmar, the same pronoun to refer to 
the same person is not repeated though it is grammatically correct (Khin Min, 1986). 

 

Differences between the English and Myanmar Sentence Structures 
In every language, the verb is the nucleus of a sentence and it indicates action or 

possession or state. Therefore, when a verb is mentioned, a person who does the action is 
usually mentioned. However, in Myanmar, the doer of the action is often omitted in an 
utterance and this can be seen in the four basic types of sentences: namely, statement, 
question, command and exclamation. In English the subject pronouns are rarely omitted 
except for commands or requests as in the following sentences: 

 English Myanmar 
Statement: I am not feeling well. (uGse faw mf^ uGse fr̂ i g)aumi f;aumi f;ae raumi f;b l;/ 

aumi f;aumi f;ae raumi f;b l;/ 

Question: Have you had your dinner? (ri f;)n pmpm;NyD;NyDvm;/  

n pmpm;NyD;NyDvm;/ 

Command: Come here. Finish your tea. ' DudkvmcJh/ vufzuf& n fNyD;atmi faomuf/ 

Exclamation: How stupid you are! ri f;aw mfaw mftoHk;rusw myJ/ 

aw mfaw mftoHk;rusw myJ/ 

 

According to Pe Maung Tin (1956), there are four conditions where subject pronouns 
can be omitted. 

Subjects can be omitted when  

(1) the emphasis is placed on the action, not on the doer of the action. 

(2) the subject is mentioned in the initial sentence. 

(3) the doer of the action can be retrieved from the verb. 

(4) the subject of the second sentence is the object of the first sentence. 
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In brief, subjects or objects, especially subject pronouns and object pronouns can be 
omitted without any effect on the meaning of utterances in Myanmar if they can be retrieved 
from the context. However, there are occasions when they are intentionally added or omitted 
to have certain effect on the meaning of the utterances and this will be dealt with in the next 
section. 

Methodology 
In doing this study, data were collected from the utterances made by people in their 

daily life and certain relevant dialogues from some magazine articles. In doing the analysis, 
first the omission and inclusion of first, second and third subject pronouns on the meanings of 
the utterances were studied and this is followed by the effects of the omission and inclusion 
of first, second and third person object pronouns.  

The following abbreviations and symbols are used in analysing the data. 

(x)  omission of personal pronouns 

[IS]  omission of first person subject pronoun 

[IIS]  omission of second person subject pronoun 

[IIIS]  omission of third person subject pronoun 

[IO]  omission of first person object pronoun 

[IIO]  omission of second person object pronoun 

[IIIO]  omission of third person object pronoun 

 

Analysis and Discussion 

The Effect of Omission and Inclusion of Personal Pronouns 
In this section, what determines the use and omission of pronouns in utterances will 

be analyzed and discussed. As the Myanmar Buddhist community is influenced by the 
teachings of the Buddha, in Myanmar culture in general, age distinction asserts more power 
than any other distinction like wealth, social status or rank, etc. The young should be polite 
and also pay respect to the elders. Therefore, among the first person pronouns, such as uGsE kfyf? 

uGse faw mf? uGse fr? w dkU? i g? udk, f? tdki ff? uGse faw mf? uGse fr are assumed to be polite and are mostly 
used to refer to oneself when we address our elders. However, kinship terms like om;? orD;? 

n Dr? n Dn D are also often used to refer to oneself in place of uGse faw mf and uGse fr. 

For the second person pronouns, ci fAsm;? e i f? oi f? & Si f? n n f;? , l, etc. can be used to 
refer to the addressee, but when one is addressing someone who is older or superior in rank, 
kinship terms like b dk;b dk;? zGm;zGm;? O D;O D;? a' : a' : ? udkudk? rr or titles like q & m? q & mr? AdkvfrSL ;BuD; 

are used, to show politeness or respect to them. In such kind of situations, pronouns are not 
omitted as in the following dialogues: 

Dialogue between Hla Hla and her teacher 
vSvS  q & mBuD; ae aumi f;ygovm;/ 

[Hla Hla  How are you, Sayagyi?] 
q & mBuD;  at;/ ae aumi f;w , f/ n n f;w dkU b , foGm;MurvdkUvJ/ 

[Sayagyi  Yes, I am fine. Where are you going?] 
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vSvS  uGse frw dkU aps;oGm;rvdkUyg/ 

[Hla Hla  We are going to the market.] 

Dialogue between a grandmother and a grandchild 
ajr;  zGm;zGm; x ri f;pm;NyD;NyDvm;/ 

[Grandchild Have you had your meal, Grandma?] 
zGm;zGm;  pm;NyD;NyD/ i ghajr;a&mpm;NyD;NyDvm;/ 

[Grandma  Yes, I have. Have you had your meal, child? (What about you, child?)] 
ajr;  orD;rpm;& ao;b l;/ orD;u ararw dkU e JU tw lpm;rvdkU apmi fhae w m/ 

[Grandchild No, I haven't. I'm waiting to have it with mother and the others.] 

 In addition to kinship terms to refer to oneself, one can address himself or herself, 
or one can be addressed, using only a part of his or her name. This is one of the reasons for 
omitting the personal pronouns. In the following utterance, the addresser uses part of her 
name instead of the first person pronoun uGse fr? i g.    

at;udk olu t&rf;ci fw m/ at;e JUole JUu w pfNrdKUw n f;om;aw Gav/ 

[He/ She is very fond of me. He/She and I are from the same town.] 
 In the following dialogue between husband and wife, the kinship term “armi f” is 
used to refer to the husband and “aq G” to refer to the wife. 

armi f   aq Gaq ;ce f;oGm;rvdkU q dk/ b mj zpfvdkUvJ[ i f/ 

[Husband  Are you going to the clinic? What's wrong with you?] 
aq G  aq Gb mrS rj zpfygb l;? armi fhukd aq ;oGm;ppfrvdkU/ 

[Wife  There's nothing wrong with me. I'm going to take you for a routine medical 
check-up.] 

armi f  ' gq dk& i f ' Dtw Guf aq Gpdw fcsvdkufaw mh armi fhtw Guf b mrSylp&m r& dSaw mhb l;/ 

[Husband  In that case, rest assured. Don't worry about me.] 

(a0' e mui f;a0; csrf;ajrU j ci f;? Aspilets from Faces Magazine. No. 19, Jan, 2003) 

 However, personal pronouns are sometimes omitted among interlocutors who are 
of the same age and among intimates. 

Questions Responses 

(x) tdrfpmvkyfNyD;NyDvm;/ at;/ (x) NyD;NyD/ 

Have you finished your homework? Yes, I have. 

(x) b , foGm;rvdkUvJ/ (x) tat;oGm;aomufrvdkU/ 

Where are you going? We 're going to have some cold drinks. 

ri f;tzGm;a&mae aumi f;& JUvm;/ at;/ (x) aumi f;w , f/  

How is your Grandma? Yes, she is fine. 
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Therefore, there is no doubt that the omission and inclusion of personal pronouns has 
certain effects on the relationship between the speaker and the hearer: omission to show 
familiarity and inclusion to pay respect. 

Among personal pronouns, first and second person pronouns are most frequently 
omitted in utterances, especially in adjacency pairs produced in informal situations. 

 

A dialogue between Mg Mg and his brother 

armi farmi f  (x) ' Dae U ausmi f;roGm;b l;vm;/ 

[Mg Mg:  Aren't you going to school today?] 

n Dn D   [ i fhti f;/ (x) roGm;b l;/ ausmi f;ydw fw , f/ 

[Brother:  No. I'm not. Today is a holiday.] 

 The above mentioned utterances usually occur in informal situations and they are 
usually made among those who are of the same age, rank or status or among intimates. 

 

Omission and Inclusion of Subject Pronouns 

 In Myanmar, people usually greet each other saying “(x) ae aumi f;& JUvm;/” [How are 
you?] or “(x) pm;NyD;NyDvm;/” [Have you had your meal?] However, when the addressee is 
someone who is higher in rank or status, it is more polite to use the personal pronouns or 
honorific terms in utterances as in “q & maw mf j ye fBuGaw mhrvdkUvm;/” [Are you going back, 
Sayadaw?] or “q & mrukd uGse frvdkufydkUay;r, fav/” [I will see you off, Teacher] or “uGse frtdrfpm 

NyD;oGm;ygNyD/” [I've finished my homework.] 

 Naturally, when one is addressing his inferior, or someone who is lower in rank or 
status, younger in age, pronouns are omitted like “[IS] j ye fvdkuftHk;r, f/” [I'm going back.] 
whereas pronouns are included in utterances when one is addressing his superior as in the 
following “uGse faw mfw dkU tdrfj ye fvdkU& NyDvm; rodb l;/” [We wonder if we can go home.] Similarly, 
the utterance with the pronoun “aus;Zl;j yKí  uGse faw mhudk ulygtHk;/” [Please help me.] sounds 
more polite than the one without the pronoun. “aus;Zl;j yKí  (IIS) ulygtHk;/” [Please help me.] 

It is arguable that some of the utterances are polite because of mitigating devices like 
“aus;Zl;j yKí  ...... vm;rodb l;”. The power difference between the speaker and the hearer is great 
and the tone of the speaker is another factor to be taken into consideration. Nevertheless, it 
cannot be denied that pronouns are used more in a formal context than in an informal context. 
The more informal language one uses, the more one is likely to omit pronouns in utterances. 

 

Omission and Inclusion of First Person Subject Pronouns 
As mentioned earlier, first person pronouns are most frequently omitted in Myanmar 

utterances in informal situations without much effect on the utterance. However, there are 
occasions when they are used to create certain effects on the meaning of the utterance. 

The utterance “uGse fraw mi f;ye fygw , f/” [I apologize.] is assumed to be more emphatic 
than the following utterance “[IS] aw mi f;ye fygw , f/” [I apologize.] which seems to be spoken 
flippantly without really feeling sorry for one's misconduct. Similarly, in the following pair of 
utterances, the first utterance has more bearing on the meaning than the second one. 
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ri f;w dkUudk ' Dae U tutorial aj z& r, fvkdU i grrSmvdkufb l;vm;/ 

ri f;w dkUudk ' Dae U tutorial aj z& r, fvkdU [IS ] rrSmvdkufb l;vm;/ 

[Didn't I tell you that you have a tutorial today?] 

  

Sometimes, subject pronouns are omitted due to time constraint and this can be seen 
in the following utterances. 

[IS] vdkufr, f/ [IS] vdkufr, f/ [I'll come along.] 

(The utterance uttered by a passenger who is going to take a bus that is starting to move.) 

[IS] vmNyD/ [IS] vmNyD/ [I'm coming.] 

(The utterance uttered by a house wife to show her impatience to her husband who is nagging 
her to hurry.) 
 

First person pronouns are rarely used when one is muttering away to oneself or 
thinking aloud while he is alone as in 

[IS] ysi f;vdkufw m/  [I feel bored.] 

[IS] tdyfcsi fvdkufw m/ [I feel sleepy.] 

[IS] pdw fn pfvdkufw m/ [I feel depressed.] 

In academic interview, the subject pronoun used to refer to the interviewer is usually 
omitted as he takes the role of interviewer on behalf of readers or audience. So, the 
interviewer avoids using the pronoun to make the interview become more impersonal. 
However, in most personal interviews, the subject pronouns are usually used to show one's 
personal feelings, or air one’s views, likes or dislikes. They can be seen in the following: 

 

Academic interview 

Interviewer: pdw fyn mb mom& yfudk t"due JU toHk;csq dkNyD; E SpfrsdK;cGJx m;w maw GU & ygw , f/ 

uGmj cm;csuf& dS& i f [IS] odcsi fygw , f/ 

  [We have seen that psychology is divided into two categories: Theoretical 
Psychology and Applied Psychology. What I/ We want to know is if there is 
any difference between them. 

  xxxxxxxxxxxxx 

Interviewee:  ' gaMumi fh vlw dki f; pdw fyn mudk avhvmoi f, loi fhaMumi f; [IS] aj ymvdkygw , f/  

  [So, I want to say that everyone should study psychology.] 

 (pdw fyn mtaMumi f; odaumi f;p& m/ 50th Anniversary Magazine. Yangon 
University.) 
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 However, in a personal interview with a singer or a movie star, the interviewee is 
addressing her fans through the interviewer stating that she wants to thank them and wants 
them to keep on supporting her, and this promotes the direct personal relationship between 
the interviewee and the fans. 

Personal interview 

Interviewer  orD;tae e JU y& dw fow fBuD;udk b mrsm;aj ymcsi fao;vJ/ 

  [What would you like to say to your fans?] 

Interviewee orD;udk tm;ay;w Jhtw Guf aus;Zl;w i faMumi f;e JU ae mi fudkvn f; orD;udk 

q ufvuftm;ay;oGm;MuygvdkU aj ymvdkygw , f/  

  [I would like to say "Thank you" to my fans for their support and request them 
to continue supporting me.] 

 

The inclusion of the first person subject pronouns and their effects can be seen more 
in the following utterances.  

Lin Lin and her friends are chatting in the room when her aunt entered the room. All of them 
have had their meal except Lin Lin. 
ta' :   pm;NyD;MuNyDvm;/ 

Aunt:  Have you had your meal? 
vi f;vi f; uGse fr rpm;& ao;b l;/ 

Lin Lin: No. I haven't. 

In this dialogue, Lin Lin deliberately uses the personal pronoun uGse fr ‘I’ in this 
context to distinguish herself from the rest who have had their meal. 

 

When one is very angry or one is threatening someone, subject pronouns are usually 
used.  

In the following utterance, the mother is furious with her son who keeps going to the 
Internet café and the pronoun  i g is deliberately used to have emphatic meaning. 

ri f; tJ' D ti fw me ufq dki fudk roGm;yge JUvdkU i gb , fE Spfcgaj ym&rvJ/ 

[How many times have I told you not to go to that Internet café?] 

In the following utterance, the mother is threatening her child who keeps playing with 
water in spite of being told not to do so. 

i gvmNyD? i gvmNyD/ [I'm coming.] 

 

Omission and Inclusion of Second Person Subject Pronouns  
The omission of first person and second person pronoun seems to be based, to a large 

extent, on what the speaker assumes that the listener knows. Therefore, in everyday face-to-
face interaction, in which interlocutors have shared visual context, the second person 
pronouns are sometimes dropped in Myanmar utterances like 
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[IIS] tvkyfuj ye fvmNyDvm;/ instead of ri f;(w dkU) tvkyfuj ye fvmNyDvm;/ 

[Have you returned from work?] 

 

Sometimes, when one wants to make potential accusations less direct or to make a 
potentially personal issue seem to be an impersonal one, the use of second person pronoun is 
avoided. 

[IIS] ypön f;udk , loHk;NyD;& i f j ye fx m;Muae mf/ [(You) return the thing after use.] 

[IIS] udk, fhtrdIufudk, f& Si f;oGm;Muae mf/ [(You) clean up before you leave.]  

 

However, when these utterances are uttered with the inclusion of second person 
pronouns, they have more bearing on the meaning. 

ri f;w dkUypön f;udk , loHk;NyD;& i f j ye fx m;Muae mf/ [(You) return the thing after use.] 

ri f;w dkU udk, fhtrdIufudk, f& Si f;oGm;Muae mf/ [(You) clean up before you leave.]  

 

On some occasions, one has to address to someone, especially a stranger, without 
knowing exactly which would be the best term to address that person. In this kind of 
situation, the choice or use of pronouns depends, to a greater extent, on one's psychological 
state of mind. If one doesn't want to be friendly or want to be psychologically distant from 
that person, he will say: 

[IIS] b , fole JUaw GUcsi fw mvJ/ tj yi frSm cP apmi fhae yg/ 

[Who do you want to see? Wait outside for a moment.] 

On the other hand, when one wants to be psychologically close to that person, he 
might use kinship terms and say like “O D;av;b , fole JUaw GUcsi fw mvJ/ tj yi frSm 

cP apmi fhae yg/”[Who do you want to see, Uncle? Wait outside for a moment.] 

 

Omission and Inclusion of Third Person Subject Pronouns 

The third person pronoun is used to refer to the person(s) who is (are) not personally 
involved in the conversation; so it is not normally omitted in utterances unless it has been 
mentioned in the context once. It is possible that the reference will not be successful and the 
meaning will be vague unless both the speaker and the listener have the same role in thinking 
about what is in each other's mind.  

In the following utterances, the pronoun omitted in each utterance can be the first or 
second or third person depending on whom one is addressing in the context. Therefore, third 
person pronouns are rarely omitted in utterances. 

(x) b k& m;uj ye fvmNyD/ [Has/ Have (x) got back from pagoda?] 

(x) tq i foi fhj zpfNyDvm;/ [Is/ Are (x) ready?] 
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However, sometimes third person pronouns are intentionally left out to create a 
situation which only the two interlocutors can understand.  

In the following dialogue, if the utterance is said in full, i.e. without omitting any 
pronoun, her mother might get a hint or inkling, and might ask who ol is. It is natural that if 
one uses vague terms  ol? olw dkU/ tJ' g in front of people, they would be more interested in and 
more curious about it. 

Kyaw Kyaw asked his friend, Nwe Nwe to tell his girlfriend, Wai Wai to wait for him at the 
usual place that evening. So Nwe Nwe came to see Wai Wai but as her mother was around, 
she just said the following: 

Nwe: [IIIS] re ufu [IO] zke f;q ufw , f/ [He phoned me this morning.] 

 n ae  [IIO] cgw dki f;ae & mrSm q Hkr, fvdkU [IIIS] aj ymw , f/  

 [He said he would meet you at the same place this evening] 

 

Omission and Inclusion of Object Pronouns 
Omission of object pronouns is not found as often as that of subject pronouns and if 

they are omitted, the referent can become vague and the utterance will be senseless. 
Therefore, object pronouns are rarely omitted in utterances. However, there are some cases 
where object pronouns are left out and have certain effect on utterances. In the following 
utterances, the primary effect is vagueness. 

(x) ' Dae Uvmr, fvdkU aj ymoGm;w , f/ 

[He/ She/ I/ You said he/ she/ I/ you would come today.] 

(x) b , frSm& Sm&rSe f;rodb l;/ 

[I don't know where I can look for him/ her/ you.] 

 

Omission and Inclusion of First Person Object Pronouns 
First person object pronouns are dropped when one intentionally makes the meaning 

of the utterance to be vague and this can be seen in the following utterances. 

Mu Mu and her sisters went to their cousin's birthday party. The mother asked Mu Mu to 
come back early and let her sisters stay behind if they wish. About one hour after they 
arrived, the party became so crowded and she did not want her sisters to stay behind. So she 
said: 

 taru [IO] apmpmj ye fvmvdkUrSmvdkufw , f/   

[Mother asked me/ us to come back home early.] 

Though it is the addresser alone whom her mother wants to come back home earlier, 
the addresser can make all go back home by exploiting the vagueness of meaning due to the 
omission of the first person object pronoun.  

If the utterance is like taru i ghudk apmpmj ye fvmvdkUrSmvdkufw , f/ [Mother asked me to 
come back early.], the meaning is quite clear and it is not possible for her to take her sisters 
back together with her. 
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Omission and Inclusion of Second Person Object Pronouns 
Though second person pronouns can be omitted in utterances, they are sometimes 

included to put emphasis on the addressee. In the following, the second utterance is more 
emphatic than the first one and is used to make a confirmation. 

(a) [IS] [IIO] pmtkyfj ye fay;vdkufNyDae mf/ [I have given your book back to you.] 

(b) (i g) ri f;udk pmtkyfj ye fay;vdkufNyDae mf/ [I have given your book back to you.] 

Sometimes, an utterance without the second person pronouns is used to make the 
meaning vague as in the following utterance made by one of the staff who got a message 
from the phone duty officer and who deliberately dropped the second person object pronoun 
to make the meaning vague. It is not clear whether Sayamagyi wants her or all staff to wait 
for her. 

q & mrBuD;u olj ye fvmr, f/ [IS] [IIO] [IIIO] apmi fhae vdkUaj ymw , f/ 

[Sayamagyi said she would come back. She said to wait for her.] 

 

Omission and Inclusion of Third Person Object Pronouns 
When the two interlocutors share the same knowledge and/ or they don't want others 

to know or notice what they are talking about, third person object pronouns are dropped and 
this has the same effect as omission of first person object pronouns: ambiguity in meaning of 
utterances. The omission of third person pronouns can be seen in the following utterances. 

ol&  ri f; [IIIO] zke f;q ufNyD;NyDvm;/ 

[Thura:Have you phoned him?] 

aZmfaZmf [ kw fuJh/ [IS] [IIIO] q ufNyD;ygNyD/  

[Zaw Zaw: Yes, I have (phoned him).] 

ar [IIS] [IIIO] pmydkUcdki f;NyD;NyDvm;/  

[May: Have you asked him to post the letter?] 

oi f; [IS] rydkUcdki f;& ao;ygb l;/ q & mrBuD;u [IIIO] pmw pfapmi f& dkufcdki f;ae vkdUyg/ 

[Thin: No, I haven't. Sayamagyi has asked him to type a letter.] 

(In these utterances, first person and second person pronouns are also omitted.) 

 

Conclusion 
From this study, it is obvious that Myanmar people omit first and second person 

pronouns in most of their utterances and this clearly shows that Myanmar people attenuate 
their egoism or self-importance, which may seem to be the influence of Buddha's philosophy 
in which most of them believe. Moreover, the use of kinship terms in place of personal 
pronouns shows that Myanmar is a close-knitted society. Therefore, it can be said that the 
differences in person deixis between the two languages – Myanmar and English – are 
culturally determined rather than linguistically determined and they show the differences in 
social ties in the two societies. 
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As Myanmar maintains an extended family system, the spirit of the team or group 
work and close social ties are reflected in the use of pronoun system. Therefore, it can be 
firmly stated that the omission and inclusion of personal pronouns is one of the overriding 
factors that governs the culture and tradition of the Myanmar society. This cross-cultural 
pragmatic study of the two languages, English and Myanmar, indicates that Myanmar has the 
high-contact culture characterized by a high degree of spatial and psychological closeness of 
the society. 

As personal pronouns are omitted in Myanmar, some Myanmar EFL learners are 
sometimes confused about the use of personal pronouns and some tend to omit them when 
they use them in the English language. Since this study also reveals the differences between 
the uses of personal pronouns in the English language and the Myanmar language, it will 
contribute to English language teaching and learning in Myanmar. It is hoped that this 
preliminary study on the omission and inclusion of personal pronouns in Myanmar would be 
an inspiration for those who are interested in the uses of personal pronouns in Myanmar to 
research deeper into this particular area of both English and Myanmar grammar to gain more 
insight into it. 

It is the belief of the researcher that as English language teachers, they must be fully 
aware of the mother-tongue influence and interference in the use of English. Thus, teachers of 
English would also need to master both languages and be fully aware of the differences in the 
two language systems. This will enable them to discover why their students make the kind of 
errors they should not make. As a result, they will be able to teach their students not only 
very efficiently but also most effectively. 
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